
GOVERNMENT INVITATION

NATC Vehicle Technology Rodeo – Feb. 6, 2019

Future Technologies: Ultralight through Heavy Transport Systems

On behalf of the Nevada Automotive Test Center (NATC) and the many partners who have participated in past
and those who will participate in the upcoming event, we cordially invite you to the 2019 Vehicle Technology
Rodeo. The Rodeo will occur on Feb. 6, 2019, after the NDIA Tactical Wheeled Vehicle (TWV) Conference in
Monterey, CA (Feb. 3-5, 2019). The Rodeo will be held at the NATC proving ground facility near Carson City,
NV.

We are fortunate to be able to host our recurring event of exchanging technologies and look forward to
welcoming you to our facility and working ranch. Following tradition, the Rodeo will be an active, hands-on
demonstration of current vehicle and associated system technologies in a mission profile environment.

The demonstrations will focus on mobility of both new concept and existing wheeled tactical and combat
platforms, particularly the challenges identified in Eastern Europe and Southeast Asia for year-round operation.
A broad range of systems from ultralights to heavy transport systems will be demonstrated. Examples of
demonstrations are below:

Up-armored production commercial vehicles
 Continued technology development has allowed the replacement of these proprietary systems while

retaining required system performance, durability and repairability through advanced chassis systems.
Vehicle system electrification

 From on-board power to drive train optimization, the implementation of electric drive technology has
indicated significant improvements to fuel economy and performance.

8x8 wheeled protected/combat vehicles
 Recent advances in 8x8 wheeled combat vehicle technology will be demonstrated in representative

mission profile conditions including inherent vehicle capabilities.
Integrated battlespace mobility and weapons effectiveness

 The ability to integrate predictive Blue Force vehicle mobility capability with rapid target identification
based on multiple situational awareness inputs will be demonstrated.

Ultralight vehicles
 A number of platforms, in various configurations, will highlight strengths and weaknesses as well as

the potential for implementation of advanced technology (full - semi autonomy / electric - hybrid
electric).

Light/medium tactical vehicles
 Demonstrations of cost-effective upgrades to M1151 to M1165 and their impact on overall system

reliability and mobility, JLTV, FMTV and MTVR are planned.
Heavy transport

 Advances have been made in both military and commercial systems to support successful marginal
terrain transport of payloads of 50 tons and above. Current systems compared with existing fielded
systems are planned to be shown.

Live fire events
 Considering the ongoing threats, several different weapons systems are being considered and will be

demonstrated based on system availability.
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Mobility
 It is through the tire/ground contact patch that all motion is controlled and vehicle mobility enabled.

Demonstrations and technical discussions will be provided by an organization recognized for worldwide
mobility and tire-system technology.

Eastern Europe and Southeast Asia duty cycle profile
 Performance demonstrations of Eastern Europe and Southeast Asia conditions will include the strengths

and weaknesses of current and potential future systems.

Each technology demonstration, in a representative field operational environment, is tailored to specifically
highlight the vehicle performance and improvements within a mission profile context. The modified or
improved vehicle systems will be demonstrated against applicable objectives and compared to currently fielded
systems where possible. To cultivate the best environment for open discussion and maximize information
exchange, only Government representatives are invited.

Reno, NV is an all-weather airport and flights between San Francisco and Reno operate several times per day.
Ground travel over Donner Summit pass (I-80) is approximately five hours from Monterey, CA but could be
extended if a storm moves through the Sierra Nevada Mountains.

Should you have any questions please do not hesitate to contact Jill Murwin: jmurwin@natc-ht.com / (775) 629-
2000.

We look forward to your participation and confirmation of your attendance at the NATC Vehicle Technology
Rodeo.

Sincerely yours,

Nevada Automotive Test Center


